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To all whom it may concern:
durable composition, and suitably threaded at
Be it known that I, OSBORN B. HALL, of one end to be interlocked in the interior
Malden, in the county of Middlesex and State threads of end B of the body, as shown in
of Massachusetts, have invented a new and Fig. 2, said sleeve being forced therein by
5 useful Improvement in Valves, which will, in means of a suitable Wrench or spanner formed 55
connection with the accompanying drawings, to engage the interior studs, c, formed on the
be hereinafter fully described, and specifically sleeve.
The interior end of Said sleeve I cut
defined in the appended claims.
oblique to its axis, as shown in said Fig. 2,
This invention has for its object certain im
so as to furnish a seat for disk d, which
Io provements in that class or kind of valves and
latter
course provided with the usual 6o
which are usually employed as check or foot yieldingis of
packing-disk, e, secured by flanged
Valves, and it will, in connection with the ac
threaded on a stud of the valve or disk
companying drawings, be hereinafter fully de dnut?,
in a well-known manner. Said valve d is
Scribed and claimed.
pivotally connected and supported by means
15. In said drawings, Figure I is a side eleva of an arm or arms, h, which, when two are em- 65
tion of a valve embodying my invention, the ployed, as shown in Fig. 3, are united by a
Weight-supporting arm being shown as inter short
the valve being pivoted to said
mediately broken away, for economy of space, arms bybar,itsi,ear
or ears 9, through which and
upon the sheet. Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudi said arms the pin
ut is inserted. The outer
2O nal section taken through the valve shown in ends of arm or arms h are pivoted upon arbor 7o
Fig. 1, as online ZZ, Figs. 3 and 4, the cap being i, supported in ears v and in sleeve k, thread
removed. Fig. 3 is an inverted sectional plan ed in body A, and provided with a stuffing
view, the section being horizontal and taken box, l, inclosing the packing, as shown in Fig.
through the shell or body of the valve, as on 3. Said ears v are formed on bar v, which is
25 line.XX, Fig. 1, and the view being as from secured by screws a to said sleeve b at the 75
below said line. Fig. 4 is an elevation taken bosses or seats ), formed thereon to receive
as from the right in Fig. 1, but with the cap said
bar, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. By thus
removed, as in Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a detached forming sleeve b to be inserted through the
top plan view of the valve or clapper and its opening in projection D, and to be interlocked
3o support, taken as viewed in Fig. 3. Fig. 6 is in one of the threaded ends of the body, and So
a plan showing the same parts as in Fig. 5,
furnish the valve-seat and the pivotal sup
but as inverted or upside down as compared to
port
of its arm h, the sleeve may be finished
with that figure.
and fitted with bar w and its securing-screws,
In said views, A represents the shell or and all the parts may be adjusted each to the
35 body of the valve formed with the usual in other before the sleeve is inserted in body A, 85
terior-threaded angular-flanged ends, B C, to thereby facilitating such fitting, finishing, and
receive the pipes between which the valve is adjusting.
interposed. Said shell is also formed with the Upon the outer end of arborj, I rigidlyse
usual circular-flanged extension, D, through cure the arm m, having at its upper end an
4o the opening in which, when its cap E-se angle, n, on which is adjustably secured the go
cured by screws (t-is removed, access is had weight p, secured in position by set-screw q,
to the interior for the inspection of the parts and at the lower end is an angle, s, to which
thereim.
a wire or rod, t, is secured, and which is at
The body A, I preferably form of cast-iron, tached
to an alarm of any kind, which, by the
45 as it is cheap, strong, and durable, and its action of said rod, would be set in operation, 95
liability to limited corrosion is not objection when by the decrease of the pressure of the
able in connection with my improvement. water upon valved the same should move so
For the purpose of hinging, supporting, and as to throw weight p past the center, when it
seating the disk or valve proper (marked d) I would fall quickly, thereby forcibly actuating
So provide a sleeve, b, formed preferably of hard Said rod and setting the alarm in action.
IOO

?27,875
arm his rigidly secured to
When the alarm-actuating devices are not valve-supporting
j, the same as is arm n.
to be employed, then, instead of arbor i ex arbor
45
as my invention
tending through body a, only a short studi I1.claim
The
combination,
with
the
valve
and
its
extending through ears v and arm h will be: arbor j, of arm m, rigidly secured to the ar.
5 employed.
and having an angle, n, extending there
I have shown my improvement as embodied bor,
from
on the side opposite the valve, and weight
in a valve arranged to receive vertical pipes, p, mounted
said angle n, whereby the Weight
and as if closing upward; but it may bear tends to holdonthe
to its seat when closed,
ranged to close downward with or without the and when it opensvalve
and the weight has passed
weighted
arm;
or
it
may
be
arranged
for
use
??
axis of arbor j it accelerates the opening
in a horizontal conduit with or without said the
of the valve, substantially as specified.
Weighted arm.
2. The combination, with the valve, its ar 55
I am aware that it is not new to construct
bori,
m, rigidly secured to the arbor, and
valves with an iron body and having a com havingarm
angle, n, extending therefrom on
position or other non-corrosive valve-seat in the sideanopposite
the valve, and weight p,
serted therein; but such seats were formed mounted on said angle,
arms, also secured
with the plane of the seat at right angles to to and projecting from ofsaid
arbor, substan
the axis of the threaded part of the sleeve; tially as specified.
and hence, in order to have the seat oblique 3. The combination, with the valve Sup
to the line of the conducting-pipe, the sleeve ported upon arbori, of arm in, secured to said
must be inserted in a threaded passage in the arbor and provided with weight p, arranged
body, which is oblique to the line of said pipe,
hold the valve to its seat when subjected to
while by forming my sleeve with the valve: to
intended or normal pressure to which the
seat oblique to the axis of the threaded part the
weight
is adjusted, and to accelerate the open
25 the sleeve may be interlocked in the same ing of the valve after the weight has passed
thread that is cut for the pipe, thereby avoid.
apex of its arc-like path, substantially as
ing the work of forming interior threads espe the
specified.
cially for the reception of the sleeve. Besides 4. The combination, with the valve, its sup
this, my sleeve may be made and finished, the porting-arbor j, and a weighted arm secured
valve or disk d may be fitted and hinged in to
arbor and arranged to hold the valve
place, the bar it may also be fitted and secured said
its seat when subjected to the intended or
in position to verify the correctness of details, to
adjusted pressure, and to accelerate the open 75
all before the sleeve is inserted in the body, it ing
of the valve after the Weight has passed
being only necessary to first remove screws ac the apex
of its arc-like path, of an attachment
35 amd deta,ch bar n0, the ar?m h,and valve, Which, adapted and
to be connected with
when the sleeve is in position, can be readily and to actuate arranged
al?n alarm, substantially as speci
replaced, and by pivoting disk d in the free fied.
end of arm h the disk readily seats itself upon
the oblique face of the sleeve irrespective of

4o the thickness of packing e, as the disk has a
limited rocking action on its supporting-pin it.
When the weighted arm an is employed, the
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